
Men’s Seniors by Harry Graham 

The number 13; lucky for some, unlucky for others. In round 13 this week, the seniors took on Old 

Mentone, and unfortunately for Mentone, luck wasn’t on their side as OGS welcomed new recruit 

Will ‘van Gogh’ Collis from Sydney’s VFL side and enjoyed the pleasure of a Rupert Kemp 

masterclass as OGS ran out 49-point victors.  It was also a really important day for the club as we lost 

our clubs game record holder, Tony Brocksopp.  Some stirring words pregame from one of Tony’s 

best friends and ex OGs President Dale Fraser were amazing for the group.  It gave us a greater 

insight into Tony himself and the comradery that OGS as a football club gives people as they grow 

up.  As a senior group, we thank Dale for his words and express our condolences to Tony’s family.   

To the game and touching firstly on Rupert Kemp, he really benefited the most from last week’s bye.  

As Rupert’s typical pre-game routine takes between 8-9 days, he was feeling cherry ripe for the 

contest.  How lucky we were though, as Rupert wound back the clock to form that was reminiscent 

of his debut season in 1984.  The skinny legs, long sleeves & cheeky grin as he ran through swathes 

of Mentone defenders down Como’s gorgeous wings was a sight to see.  Well done Linguine!  

Heading into the match, senior coach Nathan ‘Sir’ Brown was unsure of the contest that his ‘young 

men’ would bring, as a raft of changes altered what had been a relatively consistent line-up in recent 

weeks.  Brown’s concerns were warranted as OGs trailed at quarter time 7 – 20 in what was a 

disappointing first term. The typical presence of Joe Griffiths as a long option down the line was 

missing and Mentone’s tall defenders were taking their opportunities, intercepting, and setting up 

for them well behind the ball.  

After receiving a talking to from the coaching group at the Q1 break, the heat was largely on the 

midfield group to improve, and that they did.  For Jack Sheridan, a bloke who is 8ft 6, the work he 

does below his knees is as good as any midfielder in the competition.  He was all over the Mentone 

ruckman, feeding it to inside beasts Jacob Jess and Nick “Brrrr” Freeman.  Jacob & Nick’s strength 

inside allowed Sam Harrison to go to work on the outside.  Interestingly, and also quite random, 

Sam had a friend of his on the sideline taking his stats.  If his 28 kicks weren’t enough to make you 

happy, maybe the 18 candies sold were.  It was this work though that helped OGS edge ahead, 

kicking 3 goals to 1 in the 2nd term to head in at the main break leading 28-26.   

The half time break and pep-talk from Coach Brown was something to behold.  Sitting there amongst 

the group it was evident that Browns words were stirring, and you could see the goosebumps on 

many of the boys.  If only the OGFC Future Fund had of set up a ‘swear jar’ for the Como change 

rooms, the donation goal would have been well and truly achieved.   

The pep talk from Brown worked however as the OGs kicked 12 goals 12, to 5 goals 5 in the second 

half in what was truly a dominating brand of football.  The midfield run and carry was sublime, 

linking up with 5, 6, 7 handballs and hitting the leading forward.  The backs were dominant, winning 

contests in the air through Kemp & Will Horsfall, who fed it down to Jack ‘Simple’ Anderson as he 

ran past for more link up handballs. The room for improvement was our connection to our forwards, 

where despite some of the poor forward 50 entries they were able to take their opportunities, 

highlighted by Liam Higgins kicking 5.  

Next week we take on Ormond at Como Park in what is predicted to be a fiery encounter.  We know 

the pavilion will be pumping with the Pivot Lunch, and the boys will be equally excited as they 

welcome back Harry Morrison who has barely played since starring in the 2016 senior OGS 

premiership as a 17 year old.  Harry has been plying his trade in Sydney’s VFL side for a number of 

years now and his addition will be a welcome boost in what is a must win match for the boys.  



Women’s Seniors by Juliet Grant 

It was a competitive day for the Women’s Seniors against Old Scotch.  Indeed, the team led early by 

2 goals in the first quarter from Sophie Joubert, however a couple of injuries in the second quarter 

saw OSFC push away, winning by 22 points at full time.  

Highlights of the game included Steph Amy making a strong debut in the ruck, and Brooke McKay 

and Jessie Gleeson giving (yet again) impressive performances in the midfield.  



Men’s Reserves by Edward Ratcliffe 

After a good week on the track, the Ressies Men woke up to a pearler of a day on Saturday with the 

goal of keeping the wining streak continuing.  There were a few exciting ins coming back from injury 

and the pre-game message from Jez “Jezzles” Nettleford was to be ruthless right from the outset. 

And ruthless the OGs were.  Kicking to Lady Como in the first quarter, the OGs had piled on 2 goals 

before Mentone had touched the footy thanks to Cameron “Mummy“ Sherwin putting it on a 

platter out of the ruck for the midfielders.  The rest of the quarter followed this pattern as the OGs 

midfield dominated possession through Lach “Better & Younger” Morwood and Gus “CEO” Eaton, 

and the forward line duly saluted from all angles.  The score at quarter time was 49-1. 

The 2nd quarter brought another gear to the OGs Ressie Men, the OGs continued to pile on the goals 

adding a further 8 goals through disciplined kicking to the top of the goal square.  It was Oliver 

“Personal Cheer Squad” Snow, Wink ‘Get out of my Forward Line’ Simson and Will “Lets Hope this 

Goes Straight” Townson which benefited from the strong quarter, having the ball on a string in all 

parts of the forward 50.  A dominant performance meant the OGs held a 105 point lead at half 

time.   

The OGs put the foot to the floor again in the 3rdquarter, kicking a further 65 points to zero for the 

term.  Strong work from the midfield in both winning clearances and delivering the footy inside 50 

meant that Sam “Anyone want to rotate with me?” Briggs fortunately was not made to work too 

hard at full back. 

The fourth quarter story continued despite a momentum swing with Mentone going all out attack 

playing a 10 man forward line.  The bold strategy paid off as Mentone hit the scoreboard kicking two 

goals.  The OGs responded getting the game back on their terms with 9 goals in the last quarter.  The 

OGs boys finish victorious by 213 points with a score line of 228 – 15.   

  



U23s vs St Bernards 

If you grew up in London, Saturday’s conditions might have been favourable.  With Como’s winter 

dew making the pill wetter than a wet’n’wild slip’n’slide.  

The unders struggled to put their mighty skills to the test.  They were simply not ready for the mud 

on your face, first to the ball brand of football.  With that being said, wet weather footy was the 

theme, with Jack ‘can’t’ Hackett kicking a controversial 6er off the ground, just the way he likes 

it…easy, uncontested, soft. 

Coming out of the sheds after half time after an unconventional pep talk full of plot holes from 

Mighty, saw the OGs with a new spirit.  Ed ‘Silky’ Sillitoe did his thing: tearing up the guts, in more 

than one way, earning his best on ground, no surprises there.  Following on with a strong 

performance of 2 goals, 5 fist pumps and a hangover was Dobby Jnr, Bondi’s hottest bachelor, Angus 

Alexander.  Notable performances also from Player 1 who was integral to the middle’s success with 

no relief in the ruck, something he was caught boasting about to his mates at the Espy later that 

night.  

At the final siren, the OGs had lost yet another winnable game.  But all said and done, footy was the 

real winner. 


